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MONTHL Y MEETINGS 

General Monthly Meetings are held in the Kogarah School of Arts, Bowns Road, 
Kogarah on the second Thursday of each month at 2.00 pm. . 

The Speaker is followed by afternoon tea then a short business meeting. 

Sneakers 

September 9 Heather Joynes - will speak about Mother of Pearl, 
the history of its uses and the numerous things that 
have been made from it - from buttons to goblets . . 

October 14 Dr. Lesley Muir - a member of RAHS, The Horbury 
Hunt Club and Librarian of Nursing Section of Sydney 
University. Dr. Muir is a qualified Historical Geographer 
with an extensive knowledge of lead light windows. 

September 6 
October 11 

Committee Meetings 
7.00. pm - 2/900-902 Forest Road Peakhurst 
7.00 pm - 3/14 Resthaven Road South Hurstville 



NEW MEMBERS 
Over the past two months we have welcomed the following new members 

Shirley Wood Mark Coure 

KOGARAH mSTORICAL SOCIETY INC. 
Mavis Ward reports on our Meeting held on 

10 June 2004 

. If we had ever wondered how much goes into restoring old buildings, we 
were enlightened. at our meeting when ._\V~yne. Brjghten talked to us about the process of 
identification of heritage houses. Wayne is a Double Degree Architect and is very involved in the 
historic and social value of old buildings and the possibility of returning them to their original use 
and value to the local community. 

An example was Graham Lodge at Nowra and we learned about its previous use and condition 
before restoration. Slides showed how deterioration has been treated and the amount of work 
carried out to achieve its present state. This work is very expensive, therefore progress is slow and, 
as a result, the internal work on this building has not been completed. 

Some buildings, particularly timber ones, don't survive because of deterioration or failure to meet 
the criteria, such as assessment for future use, all of which must be assessed and accurately 
recorded .. Wayne showed examples of reports which must be completed, also details of plans and 
the work involved in all this. Available finance is, of course, always a problem. 

The study of old buildings and the processes of restoration and preservation are indeed very 
complicated and demanding, but interesting and absorbing for those involved. I am sure that we all 
appreciate the efforts of such dedicated people so that we can all enjoy so much of our history. 

~ From the Editor....... - W Another building that was part of Wayne Brighton's study of the joinery in heritage structures was 
. Carss Cottage. His report revealed that a considerable amountof the joinery in the cottage has 
been replaced since its original construction due, no doubt, to the earlier infestation of white ants. 

I have noticed that Kogarah Council regularly inspects the whole of the park as well as the cottage for 
pest infestation. Recently, the Council bas carried out a programme of heavy pruning of some of the 
large and old trees in the park. The necessity for this has become obvious when the cut branches 
reveal the large hollow cores of the branches that were in danger offaIling. 
Public safety had to take precedence over shade but, in time, more planting will replace the loss. 

Who am 9 ???? 
The answer to the question posed in our last Newsletter is ..... ; .... Thomas Mort 
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OUf guide on this tour was Pauline Curby who is a historian and the author of several books, 
including "A Pictorial History of CronuUa". Pauline provided us with a wealth of knowledge of 
life in Cronulla and its surroundings, beginning with the area around her home where she has 
lived for a number of years. 

Cronulla was originally known as CurranuUa and was inhabited by the DharawaJ People who 
lived there for thousands of years before the white man discovered it. These people found it an 
ideal existence because of the plentiful supply of food, also shelterin the many caves in the area, 
but, unfortunately, they were eventuaUy overcome by disease. 

Early visitors had to make quite an effort to get there because of lack of transport and mostly 
came to camp and fish. This all" changed later when a tram line was built connecting CronuUa 
with Sutherland, thus making it easier for people to travel from Sydney. Prior to 1895 the area 
was a Government reserve so that it could not be bought or leased, however, when it was 
converted to freehold, land began to sell for weekenders and later more permanent settlement 
and an interest in surfmg began. 

Cronulla was given the title of "The Jewel in the Crown of Sutherland Shire" by Joe Monro, a 
politician and publican after whom Monro Park was named. The War Memorial is in this park. 
He played a considerable part in the growth and development of the district. Joe Monro has a 
connection with Kogarah, having been the auctioneer involved in the sale of the Carss estate. 

SheUy Beach received its name because of what seemed to be an unlimited supply of small 
shells, collected and sold during the depression years. They were used for road-making, also 
exported. .. Small children strung them together to make necklaces. There is a well there near 
the waterfront which no doubt was the water source in the early days. I t is believed that there 
is also a well at Oak Park and another at Gunamatta Bay. 

A permanent record of history can be found at Bass & Flinders Point where a memorial has been 
erected in honour of those early explorers and their vessel "Tom Thumb If'. The remains of a 
wharf can also be seen in that area. This wharf was intended to be used by passenger ships 
bringing interstate tourists, but that plan failed. Further around at Salmon Haul Bay is the 
Fisheries Department Research Institute, originally built to be a migrant hostel and a very 
popular one. It is reported that the migrants were very reluctant to leave. From that point there 
is a beautiful view across Port Hacking to Bundeena in the Royal National Park. At one time 
there was a hotel on Simpson's Bay where a school of thought believes the ferry wharf should 
have been built, rather than where it is. A ferry from Cronulla regularly services the area and, 
as if on call, sailed across the entrance as we watched. Aboriginal carvings in a number of caves 
can be found by taking walks from Bundeena. 

Gunamatta Bay has a colourful history where original eucalypts are stilI standing. . It was 
popular for fishing and oysters and later for boating when a boat hire business grew and lasted 
for many years. Early buildings, including hotels which no doubt played a big part in 
establishing CronulIa, have given way to modem and comparatively lavish establishments, high 
rise home units and lots of luxurious homes. One well-known building was the Cecil Hotel and 
Ballroom where many events were held and funds raised for the Sutherland District Hospital. 
Beachgoers might remember the fish and chips shop below the ballroom building. Another old 
favourite was 'Joe's Milk Bar' in North Cronulla. It was opened in the late 1940s with the 
proceeds of bet at the races and operated for many years near the Workers Club, both of which 
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buildings have now gone. Beaches have developed over the years and now South Cronulla, 
North CronuUa, Elouera and Wanda are all very popular arid all have established Surf Lifesaving 
Clubs whose members playa valuable part in patrolling the beaches. Wanda received notoriety 
in January 1965 because of the "Wanda Beach Murders", a crime that has never been solved. 
The sand hills in that area were also notorious for their part in the movie "Forty Thousand 
Horsemen". Some of the land in the area was formerly swamp but reclaimed to aUow building, 
an example of which is the Cronulla Golf Course 

After lunch at the CronuIIa Bowling Club Pauline left us and we continued on to KurneU. One 
of our bus passengers had been Headmaster at the school there for three years from 1963 and he 
was able to tell us about conditions at that time. It is now quite a large school and, of course, 
very different. In the very early days (prior to our mend's time there) pupils had to go by ferry 
across Botany Bay to attend school, a pretty daunting prospect. KumeU also has. many old 
stories to tell. 

Pauline Curby introduced us to so much interesting information on the history of a place with 
which we are all familiar to 'some degree .. It was a very pleasant day and I am sure that we all 
enjoyed her company and appreciated her friendly and detailed commentary. . 

from the Building and Engineering ?ournal188B .¥..... 
Kogarah people are waking up: not to be behind the times they propose to get up an 
Industrial Exhibition and the matter has been taken up by the local School of Arts. 
The Cabinet have decided to ask parliament to sanction 

- I / +++++++++~.++ 
~J.Y . 

l _,;/ DID YOU KNOW THAT ..... ? 
~ There was once an open air picture show in Derby Street, Kogarah? 

It stood beside Brett's Hall, on the north side of the road, and was a source of annoyance 
to Mr. Arthur Augustus Brett, who managed Brett's hall. 

On 29 March 1926 he wrote to Kogarah Council, complaining about the proprietor, 
Amos Goode & others of Goode Street, Rockdale, stating; 

"As a result of the premises being inadequately drained, a large body of water lodges 
against the wall of my premises and then rushes across the footpath near my new shop carrying 
peanuts and other refuse with it." . 

I was interested because Kevin Cork compiled "A History of the Cinemas ofKogarah 
Municipality" in 1988 and he did not mention this picture show. The first he lists is the Subway 
Pictures, which opened from about 1914. 

But from about 1915 to 1928 the Kogarah Palace Amusement Co. ran the picture show 
and doubled up as the St. George Roller Skating Rink until 1931. 

B.GOODGER 

REFERENCES 
Kogarah Council Correspondence ]926/996 
Sands Directory of Sydney and Suburbs 1915-1933 
Reminiscences of Peg Roberts IN The English Family of Kogarah, by D.JHatton p.29 
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/sRETT'S HALL, KOGARAH 

J have often been asked for information about Brett's Hall. It seems everyone 
remembers the good times enjoyed at functions there, but few details. 

Brett's HaJl was in Derby Street, just around the comer from Railway Parade on the 
north side. In the Council's Rate Books, it is Lots 36 and 37 Section G of the Kogarah 
Township Estate. The rates were paid by Arthur Augustus Brett .Nothing remains of Brett's 
Hall now. The space is occupied by the Belgrave Street-Derby Street Carpark. 

No photographs appear to have survived. There are none in KI-IS's collection or the 
Local Studies Section of Kogarah Library. But we do have a very detailed description which 
appeared in the St George Call of 5 June 1907. 

BRETT'S NEW HALL 

A long felt want for this portion of the district has been supplied through the 
enterprise of Mr A Brett, the well-known baker of Kogarah, in the splendid new hall, which 
will be officially opened tonight (Friday).(I) . 

The hall, built to the design and under the supervision ofMr W. Jones of Gray Street, 
Kogarah, is situated in Derby Street, Kogarah within two or three minutes of the station. The 
building proper, occupies a space some 90ft: by 40ft and presents an attractive front to Derby 
Street. The building is entirely of brick (cavity walls) and red tile roof In the front of the hall 
on either side of the vestibule are two meeting rooms 13ft byl Oft and off these two 
cloakrooms, about lOft square. The hall proper is entered through swinging glass doors and 
presents a roomy and comfortable appearance, well lit by seven windows on either side and at 
night by two four-light hanging brackets on which are fitted the powerful Block lights. The 
floor space of the hall is 66ft by 36ft or about 100 square feet more than Rockdale Town 
Hall. the walls are finisbed in cement plaster with a deep dado all around, The central 
portion of the ceiling is 20ft from the floor, the vestibule hall and proscenium wings are 
finished in handsome Bagasse. (2) Over the vestibule and front rooms provision is made for 
a gallery 36ft by 18ft. The hall flooring is 3 by 1 Y2 inch first class Kauri laid especially for 
dancing, so that as far as possible the feet travel with the grain of the wood . 

. ; The stage measures 30ft by 15ft, is 3ft 9 inches above the floor in front with a ramp of 
6 inches to the back. A handsome drop curtain 18ft by 12ft (a scene in Venice) and wings are; 
by Weatherby, a well- known scenic artist. Under the stage is accommodation for two 
dressing rooms and a catering room. 

The whole building is built in first class style, on 2ft concrete foundations to make 
provision for other stories if necessary. The material used in the construction of the wall is 
roughly 80,000 bricks, 8,000 roofing tiles, 2,000 odd feet flooring (ball only) and 300 square 
yards Bagasse-" ceiling. The total costwhen completed is estimated to be 1,500 pounds and 
Mr Brett explained he has built the Hall for his son Mr L.G Brett.('» Later on it is the 
proprietor's intention to add a supper room on the outside of the building running the full 
length ofthe Hall. This may also be utilized as a general refreslunent room.(4) 

This hall, by its convenience and appointments combined with a very reasonable 
tariff, will make it a general favorite with the public. Mr Brett is to be highly congratulated in 
that by his business integrity and enterprise he has provided us with the foremost hall of the 
district so far as the seating capacity is concerned." 



There is an account of Brett's Hall in the early 1900s by Peg Roberts, daughter of 
Patrick English, one of the aldermen on the first Council of 1886. 

"When Brett's Hall was built, with its beautiful dancing floor, most balls and parties 
were held there. Mrs Donnan of Bexley opened her classes for teaching ballroom dancing, 
which attracted young and old alike. The Cottage Hospital's Annual Ball was the big event of 
the year, and Patrick and Elinor, with Kath, (her parents and elder sister), were always there. 
Elinor, or Mrs Pat as she was called, was an active member of the committee for many years 
and also a member ofSt Patrick's Church Committee, which also had an Annual Ball at 
either Brett's Hall or the School of Arts Hall. Brett's Hall was situated in Derby Street, next 
to the open air Roller Skating Rink, which was also used as a cinema in the days of the Silent 
Screen., during the off season. The Brett family had a bakery and pastrycook shop close by 
on the Railway Parade. They were an exceptionally fine family and great workers for the 
progress of the district." 

After World War 1939-1945, as the St George Techni.cal College struggled to cope 
with increased number of students, Brett's Hall was used as classrooms. Although I could 
not find this documented in any histories of the College, Vince S. Smith, onetime Research 
Officer ofKHS, wrote an article about the Jolly Rovers Social Club, which operated from 
1922 to 1947, with its headquarters at Brett's Hall. He states: 

"After War ended, Brett's Hall (in Derby Street) and the Royal Hall (in Montgomery 
Street) were taken over by the Technical College ... So we found ourselves homeless." 

Although Smith refers to Brett's Hall, I think the name may have changed to Civic 
Hall before 1945. I have been unable to establish when the name Brett's Hall disappeared but 

, among the correspondence of the Council, I found a letter dated 16 January 1945, in which 
j '. n á,117 the Town Clerk refers to Civic Hall. However it did not matter to the general public who 
<--t,~ seem to have remembered it as Brett's Hall anyway. . 

~O~ Mrs Brett died in 1918, praised for her philanthropy and patriotic eodeavour. Arthur h f, Brett died in 1930 and his estate was managed by the Permanent Trustee Co Ltd until the 
1 property was transferred to Frank. Ernest Brett in January 1956. He did not hold the property 
A Ai l .~ for long, but sold it to Frank Reginald Quino in November 1960. Quinn sold to Kogarah 
If''' I~ Council and the soon after the Civic HaH was demolished for a carpark. 

~ Ii 191 5 Brett was advertising his Hall as St George's Han, so it had uiree names 
. ..+,; ~ during its life. However, as Bretts Hall or the Civic Hall, it has not been forgotten by Kogarah j,fr((il residents. 

B.GOODGER 
NOTES 

tlá / 1 The bakery and pastry cook shop faced into Railway Parade. 
4~ ~ ~ 2 Bagasse was wall board. made from the residue of crushed sugarcane. 
'~ 3 Arthur and Mary Brett had a son Frank Edward born 1890, a daughter Edith M. born 

()./ - l'bq,l 1891 and another son, Herbert V. born 1893. I cannot identify L.G.Brett. 1'. ¥ L{' J 
l i "i~ 0 4 The supper room was certainly added but I could not establish the date. os SI ~ ~ 

(,~ \rf\1 
\;; ~ REFERENCES 
~ , ~ 1 St George Cal16 June 1907 p.2 co1.2 
~. Q)' \'l\ 2 The En. glish Family ofKogarab, by D<J<Hatton 1876 pp 29-30 
~ 3 KHS Newsletter March 1974 p.l 0 

4 BDM Registers for NSW 
5 Kogarah Council Rate book 1906-7 (none survive from 1908-1937) 
6 Valuer-General's Valuation Lists 1938-1965 
7 Sands Directory of Sydney and Suburbs 

~ '-~ ~ _.2.,~ 
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Carss Cottage Museum 

The Museum is open Sundays and some Public Holidays 
from 1.00 pm to 5.00 pm 

Admission: Adults $2.00 Children SO cents 
Group visits may be arranged for weekdays or weekends by telephoning 

the Custodian, Coralie Lewin on 9546 158á0 

October 

t/ 
5 
12 
19 

\26 

3 
10 
17 

-, 24 
31 

Museum Roster 
Dianne McCarthy & Ken Grieve 
Coralie Lewin & Meg Thompson 
Trudy Johns & Gilda TiJia . 
Betty Goodger & Janette Hollebone 

September 

Dianne McCarthy & Norrene Burns 
Mavis Ward & Rosemary Maughan 
Trudy Johns & Elizabeth Emerson 
Betty Goodger & Janette Ho!lebone 
Cath & Leo Sulli van 

MUSEUM NEWS 

. Mondays at the Museum - 26 July . 
OUf guest was Marv O'Grady who introduced us to "Marvellous Tribute", a fascinating way to 
record special events, anniversaries, weddings, sport or school functions, family history, etc, by 
using photographs and/or video footage. A video or DVD is produced, using the material 
supplied, accompanied by music and sound effects of your choice. This is a fascinating concept 
with an almost unlimited range of applications. Marv brought several videos to demonstrate the 
concept and these were viewed with much interest. 

Marv was previously a sound recorder and bas worked on many films such as The Piano and he 
explained the complexities of film-making, It was intriguing to hear how the correct sounds are 
found to fit a particular scene or event. When we watch a movie we probably take it for granted 
that sounds we hear happen along with the activity, but that is surprisingly not necessarily so. If 
it is needed, the sound recorder has to improvise, go out and find an appropriate sound and, 
hearing how it is done, was most enlightening. Some of the several examples he gave included 
having to' find a particular make of car to get the correct sound of something a simple as the car 
door slamming or going out in a speed-boat to record the sound of the engine or a particular 
water sound. What an interesting, although probably sometimes tedious, job. 

Marv has now moved on, keeping very busy making individual videos and this must also be very 
interesting. If anybody would like to have a "Marvelous Tribute" for a special purpose, or 
obtain more information, he can be contacted. on 9583 1711. 

In keeping with this modem approach to film there is a new display of cameras in the Museum. 
The contrast between the then and now is certainly interesting. We even have a Stereoscope for you 
to try - what a stir they caused when they were invented. Coralie Lewin - Museum Custodian 

~ STOP PRESS 
St. George Art Society Exhibition 

Kogarah Town Centre - 28 August to 3 September - lOam to 4pm 
Artists have been busy around the Museum lately and Carss Cottage appears in several 

of the exhibits. 



/ jVliss 9sabel neilly 
II a really remarkable lady " 

From our monthly meeting on 8 July . 
. At this meeting we were treated to an interesting account on what it takes to 

produce our newspapers. Our speaker was Francis Shoolman who spent many years as a 
journalist, beginning her working life in millinery because her father did not consider journalism / 
to. be a suitabl~ job. However,. this situation lasted for . only three ~eeks and then she found a job I 
with a typewnter company which enabled her to obtain a typewnter of her own and she began . 
free lance writing for children. During her journalistic career she worked on the Bankstown 
Observer, Campsie/Lakemba News, Bankstown Torch and eighteen years with the St George & 
Sutherland Shire Leader. All these positions provided many opportunities to source and write 
interesting stories. A different version of journalism was the Waltons News, a staff newspaper 
whose purpose was to keep staff informed of "family matters". An amusing sidelight during 
that assignment was the publication of John Walton's photograph which was 'rigged' to give a 
better effect. He must have been a very sensitive man. 

Francis told us that her most exciting story followed an interview with a man whose son was 
dying from Leukemia. In those days the HCF did not accept claims when a medical problem 
was malignant but, after the pressure of a front page article about this 'man's situation, the ReF 
changed its attitude and the patient's claim was paid. This was indeed a triumph for Francis. 

When she was offered her first newspaper job she wondered about a subject for her initial story 
and found it in a lady called Miss Isabel Reilly. Miss Reilly was born with some physical 
disabilities and, when just a year old, she nearly died of meningitis. When she was five her baby 
brother died and she then vowed to become a nurse and to never let a sick baby die. She 
initially worked as a nursemaid but, after another attack of meningitis, her left side and foot Were 
paralysed, her memory impaired and a loud buzz marred her hearing. However, osteoarthritis, 
curvature of the spine and having to wear a wide surgical collar and steel brace, did not dissuade 
her from her life long ambition. At 52 years of age she approached the Child Welfare 
Department who agreed to allow her to care for sick and disadvantaged babies in her home, even 
though she was warned that the stress could shorten her life. Undaunted, Miss Reilly.cared for 
these babies who, because of her love, extraordinary patience and untold hours of tireless effort, 
were nursed to a state of health so that they could be adopted. By 1959, 22 boys and 23 girls 
had been placed in Miss Reilly's care, some of them "hopeless terminal cases". Of these only 
one died. She always had at least two children to nurse and she was a familiar sight in her local 
Beverly Hills shopping center pushing a pram or stroller, sometimes both Miss Reilly's work 
was recognised in 1963 when she was awarded an MBE. She received only a modest allowance 
but she said "We've never wanted for anything. The Lord has been good and I am so lucky that 
so many of my dreams have come true". A really remarkable lady. Francis Shoolman's story 
was published in the December 1975 edition of Reader's Digest and The Leader continued 
stories about Miss Reilly for many years. 

Francis enjoyed working on The Leader which has become known as "our paper" and stressed 
that it is important to maintain contact with local newspapers. History is found in the local press 
and we were urged to keep in touch and to continue contributing. She found much pleasure 
being a journalist and this was evident from her entertaining, easy going story telling. Her 
advice was "What you love doing is all that matters" and we thank her for her interesting visit. 
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